DRAFT AGENDA

Meeting

Monday 15 June 2015, 15.00 – 18.30
Tuesday 16 June 2015, 9.00 – 12.30 and 15.00 – 18.30

Brussels

Room: Altiero Spinelli (1G-3)

15 June 2015, 15.00 – 16.00

1. Adoption of agenda
2. Chair’s announcements
3. Approval of minutes of meetings of:
   • 16 April 2015 PV – PE554.896v01-00
   • 6-7 May 2015 PV – PE557.135v03-00
4. Exchange of views the President of the European Patent Office, Benoît Batistelli

15 June 2015, 16.00 – 17.30

Hearing

5. The case for European minimum standards for civil procedure
15 June 2015, 17.30 – 18.30

6. European Citizens' Initiative
   JURI/8/03123
   2014/2257(INI)
   Rapporteur Sylvia-Yvonne Kaufmann (S&D)
   Responsible: AFCO* – György Schöpflin (PPE)
   Opinion: JURI, PETI*

7. Single-member private limited liability companies
   JURI/8/00431
   Rapporteur: Luis de Grandes Pascual (PPE)
   Responsible: JURI
   Opinions: ECON, EMPL, ITRE, IMCO

16 June 2015, 9.00 – 9.45

Coordinators meeting

16 June 2015, 9.45 – 10.30

In camera

8. Verification of credentials (Rule 3)

9. Disputes involving Parliament (Rule 141)

10. Request for the waiver of the parliamentary immunity of Sotirios Zarianopoulos
    JURI/8/02601
    2015/2015(IMM)
    Rapporteur: Laura Ferrara (EFDD)
    Responsible: JURI
    Adoption of draft report
11. **Request for the waiver of the parliamentary immunity of Udo Voigt**
   JURI/8/03179
   2015/2072(IMM)
   Rapporteur: Tadeusz Zwiefka (PPE)  
   PR – PE557.249v01-00  
   CM – PE554.693v01-00
   Responsible: JURI
   - Adoption of draft report

12. **Request for the waiver of the parliamentary immunity of Dan Nica**
   JURI/8/02250
   2014/2227(IMM)
   Rapporteur: António Marinho e Pinto (ALDE)  
   CM – PE544.413v01-00
   Responsible: JURI
   - Exchange of views

13. **Request for the waiver of the parliamentary immunity of Janusz Korwin-Mikke**
   JURI/8/03435
   2015/2102(IMM)
   Rapporteur: Evelyn Regner (S&D)  
   CM – PE557.189v01-00
   Responsible: JURI
   - Exchange of views

16 June 2015, 10.30 – 12.00

*** Voting time ***

14. **Protection of undisclosed know-how and business information (trade secrets) against their unlawful acquisition, use and disclosure**
   JURI/8/00273
   2013/0402(COD)  
   COM(2013)0813 – C7-0431/2013
   Rapporteur: Constance Le Grip (PPE)  
   PR – PE546.885v01-00  
   AM – PE552.084v01-00  
   AM – PE552.111v01-00
   Responsible: JURI
   Opinions:  
   - EMPL – Decision: no opinion
   - ITRE – Michèle Rivasi (Verts/ALE)  
   AD – PE544.342v03-00  
   AM – PE546.727v01-00
   - IMCO – Lara Comi (PPE)  
   AD – PE541.656v03-00  
   AM – PE549.103v01-00
   - Adoption of draft report

15. **Community trade mark**
   JURI/8/00927
   2013/0088(COD)  
   COM(2013)0161 – C7-0087/2013
   Rapporteur: Cecilia Wikström (ALDE)
16. Laws of the Member States relating to trade marks (Recast)
JURI/8/00928
***I 2013/0089(COD) COM(2013)0162 – C7-0088/2013
Rapporteur: Cecilia Wikström (ALDE)
Responsible: JURI
• Consideration by committee: vote on agreed text

17. Regulatory Fitness and Performance Programme (REFIT): State of Play and Outlook
JURI/8/01740
2014/2150(INI) COM(2014)0368
Rapporteur: Sylvia-Yvonne Kaufmann (S&D)
PR – PE551.792v02-00
AM – PE554.972v01-00
Responsible: JURI
Opinions:
ECON – Decision: no opinion
EMPL – Anthea McIntyre (ECR)
ENVI – Giovanni La Via (PPE)
IMCO – Othmar Karas (PPE)
TRAN – Decision: no opinion
• Adoption of draft report

JURI/8/02354
2014/2256(INI)
Rapporteur: Julia Reda (Verts/ALE)
PR – PE546.580v02-00
AM – PE549.435v01-00
AM – PE549.469v01-00
Responsible: JURI
Opinions:
ITRE – José Blanco López (S&D)
IMCO – Catherine Stihler (S&D)
CULT – Isabella Adinolfi (EFDD)
• Adoption of draft report

19. Petition No 0486/2014 by Christoph Klein (Austrian) on the right to bring proceedings against the European Commission for failure to act

PE557.312v01-00
Legal basis (Rule 39)

20. Protecting against the effects of the extra-territorial application of legislation adopted by a third country and actions based thereon or resulting therefrom (recast)  
JURI/8/03541  
Rapporteur: Heidi Hautala (Verts/ALE)  
for the opinion:  
Responsible: INTA – David Martin (S&D)  
• Adoption of draft opinion in letter form

JURI/8/03543  
***I 2013/0390(COD) COM(2013)0798 – C7-0409/2013  
Rapporteur: Heidi Hautala (Verts/ALE)  
for the opinion:  
Responsible: EMPL – Elisabeth Morin-Chartier (PPE)  
RR – PE541.670v02-00  
AM – PE546.841v01-00  
• Adoption of draft opinion in letter form

Codifications (Rule 103)

22. Exercise of the Union’s rights under international trade rules, in particular those established under the auspices of the World Trade Organization (codification)  
JURI/8/00569  
Rapporteur: Jiří Maštálka (GUE/NGL)  
Responsible: JURI  
• Adoption of draft report

23. Protection against injurious pricing of vessels (codification)  
JURI/8/01498  
Rapporteur: Jiří Maštálka (GUE/NGL)  
Responsible: JURI  
• Adoption of draft report

*** End of vote ***
16 June 2015, 12.00 – 12.30

24. Annual reports 2012-2013 on subsidiarity and proportionality
   JURI/8/02323
   2014/2252(INI) COM(2014)0506
   Rapporteur: Sajjad Karima (ECR) PR – PE557.127v01-00
   Responsible: JURI
   Opinions: AFET, DEVE, INTA, BUDG, CONT, ECON, EMPL, ENVI, ITRE,
            IMCO, TRAN, REGI, AGRI, PECH, CULT, LIBE, AFCO, FEMM, PETI
   • Consideration of amendments

25. Towards a Connected Digital Single Market Act
   JURI/8/03545
   Rapporteur: Angel Dzhambazki (ECR)
   for the opinion:
   • Exchange of views

16 June 2015, 15.00 – 16.00

26. Chair’s announcements concerning coordinators’ decisions

27. Exchange of views on the stock taking of the Latvian Presidency

16 June 2015, 16.00 – 18.30

28. Presentation of the draft European Implementation Assessment on "The implementation, application and effects of Directive 2001/29/EC on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society and of its related instruments

29. The possible extension of geographical indication protection of the European Union to non-agricultural products
   JURI/8/02042
   2015/2053(INI) COM(2014)0469
   Rapporteur: Virginie Rozière (S&D) PR – PE554.895v02-00
            DT – PE546.584v01-00
   Responsible: JURI*
   Opinions: INTA, IMCO*, CULT
   • Consideration of amendments

30. 30th and 31st annual reports on monitoring the application of EU Law (2012-2013)
   JURI/8/02343
   2014/2253(INI) COM(2014)0612
   Rapporteur: Kostas Chrysogonos (GUE/NGL) PR – PE554.915v01-00
31. **European Small Claims Procedure and European order for payment procedure**  
JURI/8/00263  
***I 2013/0403(COD) COM(2013)0794 – C7-0414/2013  
Rapporteur: Lidia Joanna Geringer de Oedenberg (S&D)  
RR – PE539.630v02-00  
AM – PE544.192v01-00  
Responsible: JURI  
Opinions: ECON, ENVI, IMCO, TRAN, LIBE, AFCO, PETI  
• Consideration of amendments  

32. **Authorisation for Austria, Belgium and Poland to ratify, or to accede to, the Budapest Convention on the Contract for the Carriage of Goods by Inland Waterways (CMNI)**  
JURI/8/02992  
*** 2014/0345(NLE) COM(2014)0721  
Rapporteur: Pavel Svoboda (PPE)  
PR – PE557.285v01-00  
Responsible: JURI  
Opinions: ITRE, IMCO, LIBE  
• Consideration of draft recommendation (consent)  

33. **Any other business**  

34. **Next meetings**  
• 13-14 July 2015